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This study reports on the potential economic impacts arising from the
construction and operation of proposed wind development projects in
Southeastern Alberta. The estimated capital spending and operational data over
the next 5 years used in the analysis was provided by various wind farm
developers in Southeast Alberta.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Canadian Tourism Research Institute (CTRI) was contracted by the Economic
Development Alliance of Southeast Alberta (EDA) to assess the potential economic
impact of the construction and operation of proposed wind development projects to
Southeast Alberta and the province of Alberta. The economic impacts presented in this
report were based on cost estimates collected on behalf of the EDA and CTRI from
cooperating developers actively pursuing developments both within the EDA region and
others in Southeast Alberta with a similar need to tie into upgraded transmission lines.
They have now organized themselves as the South Eastern Energy Developers (SEED). In
total, SEED members plan to develop approximately 1650 MW of generating capacity in
the region over the next five years.
Economic impacts generated by capital costs
Using the cost estimates provided by five prospective wind farm developers in Southeast
Alberta, the total cost to develop and construct 1650 MW of wind farms in Southeast
Alberta is $3.89 billion.1 This spending is expected to support significant economic
benefits to Southeast Alberta, as well as the province of Alberta. Specifically, our analysis
suggests that, over the construction phase, Southeast Alberta could benefit from:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased direct employment of 1,757 equivalent full-year jobs for local residents
Including indirect and induced effects, a total of 4,950 equivalent full-year jobs for
local residents
Payroll of $302.0 million
Municipal taxes & charges of $16.5 million
Gross domestic (regional) product in the order of $526.7million

In addition, it is expected that the construction phase of the project would provide even
larger economic benefits to the province of Alberta. Specifically, our analysis suggests
that the level of economic impact would support:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased direct employment of 1,836 equivalent full-year jobs for Alberta residents
Including indirect and induced effects, a total of 6,801 equivalent full-year jobs for
Alberta residents
Total payroll of $428.6 million
Total taxes and charges of $387.6 million
Gross domestic product in the order of $837.5 million

Economic impact generated by the annual operating and maintenance costs of Wind
Parks in Southeast Alberta
In total, it is estimated that the on-going annual cost to operate and maintain wind parks
in Southeast Alberta would be $99.7 million. Our analysis suggests that, for Southeast
Alberta, this spending would support:
1

Of the 5 wind park developers that responded, 4 provided detailed cost estimated while
the 1 only provided “rule of thumb” estimates. In total, the 5 wind park developers that
responded represented 1250 MW of the planned 1650 MW for the region. The costs
associated with the remaining 400 MW of planned capacity were imputed, on a per MW
basis, from the responses received.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual direct employment equivalent to 132 full-year jobs for local residents
Including indirect and induced effects, total annual employment equivalent to 518
full-year jobs for local residents
Annual payroll of $35.5 million
Municipal taxes & charges of $10.8 million
Lease payments to land owners in the amount of $7.9 million per year
Gross domestic (regional) product in the order of $69.9 million

The annual operating and maintenance cost of wind parks in Southeast Alberta is also
expected to have a large economic impact on the province of Alberta. Specifically, we
estimate the annual impact within Alberta would support:
•
•
•
•
•

Including direct, indirect and induced effects, total annual employment equivalent to
787 full-year jobs for Alberta residents
A total of 787 equivalent full-year jobs for Alberta residents
Total payroll of $54.1 million
Total taxes and charges of $56.2 million
Gross domestic product in the order of $103.7 million
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INTRODUCTION
Background
The Canadian Tourism Research Institute (CTRI) was contracted by the Economic
Development Alliance of Southeast Alberta to assess the potential economic impact of
the construction and operation of proposed wind development projects in Southeast
Alberta over the next 5 years. The associated capital costs and operating expenditures for
the wind farms were provided by five prospective developers. Of the 5 wind park
developers that responded, 4 provided detailed cost estimated while the 1 only provided
“rule of thumb” estimates. In total, the 5 wind park developers that responded
represented 1250 MW of the planned 1650 MW for the region.
The prospective developers also provided a breakdown of the specific cost items as well
as the share of spending that could be expected to go local suppliers (located within
Southeast Alberta) or to suppliers located in other parts of Alberta.
Using the information provided by the various prospective developers, an economic
impact analysis was performed using the CTRI's economic assessment model. The
economic impact model is supported by Canada’s leading economic forecasting
organization, The Conference Board of Canada. CTRI’s economic assessment model has
been used to assess the economic impact of specific proposed wind development projects
on Prince Township and on the counties of Grey and Simcoe, all of which are in Ontario.
The economic impact analysis presented in this report is based on the total generating
capacity (1650 MW) of SEED members in Southeast Alberta over the next five years.
While detailed capital and operating costs were received from only five prospective
developers (accounting for a potential 1250 MW of generating power), linear
extrapolations were performed to estimate the costs associated with 1650 MW of
generating capacity.
It should be noted that the economic impact analysis presented in this report is based
solely from the perspective of capital costs associated with planning and constructing the
wind parks as well as the typical annual year operations of running and maintaining
them. No attempt has been made to estimate the (possible) impacts attributed to energy
prices and/or to the opportunity costs for financial partners in the project.
Capital cost assumptions
Estimated costs to develop and construct 1650 MW of Wind Farms in Southeast Alberta
Based on data provided by the prospective wind farm developers, the total cost to
develop and construct 1650 MW of wind farms in Southeast Alberta is $3.89 billion. This
figure represents the total capital costs estimated to be incurred by SEED members
currently planning to develop wind generating capacity in Southeast Alberta over the
next 5 years. While a significant portion of that spending is expected to go towards the
purchase of wind turbine generators, produced outside of Canada, a sizeable portion
could be expected to occur within Southeast Alberta. The range of services that are
expected to be provided to wind farm developers by companies located in Southeast
Alberta include construction, transportation, accommodation as well as legal, financial
and professional advice.
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TABLE 1: Capital Costs – Aggregate costs associated with potential wind farm development
in Southeast Alberta over the next 5 years
Expenditure Category
Cost
Percent to
Percent to
Alberta
Southeast Alberta
Suppliers
Suppliers
Feasibility Study
$5,053,125
100.0%
80.0%
Development
$3,353,625
100.0%
26.7%
Turbine Supply and Construction
$3,818,155,688
23.1%
7.9%
of Wind Park (breakdown follows)
Wind Turbine Generators (WTG)
$2,602,875,000
2.0%
0.0%
WTG Shipping
$164,133,750
13.0%
4.0%
Construction
$1,051,146,938
76.0%
28.0%
Other Costs
$64,603,687
100.0%
0.0%
Total Costs
$3,891,166,125
24.5%
7.8%
Operating cost assumptions
Estimated annual costs related to the operation and maintenance of the proposed wind
development projects in Southeast Alberta
According to data provided by the prospective wind farm developers, the annual
spending required to operate and maintain the various wind farm developments
proposed is $99.74 million. While a significant portion of this spending could be
expected to occur within the local area (Southeast Alberta), a similar portion of the
spending might occur outside the area in other parts of Alberta. It is also expected that a
significant portion of spending (the costs to maintain the turbines) would go to the
original turbine suppliers, located outside the country.
TABLE 2: Operating and Maintenance Costs – Average annual costs associated with
operation and maintenance of potential wind farms in Southeast Alberta
Expenditure Category
Cost
Percent to
Percent to
Alberta
Southeast Alberta
Suppliers
Suppliers
Land Royalties
$7,931,000
100.0%
100.0%
Energy Charges
$4,086,500
100.0%
0.0%
Turbine warranty and
$42,762,500
75.8%
37.9%
maintenance
Administrative costs
$10,862,500
100.0%
32.7%
Property taxes
$9,212,500
100.0%
100.0%
Insurance
$7,562,500
10.0%
0.0%
Income & capital taxes
$17,325,000
40.0%
0.0%
Total Costs
$99,742,500
72.4%
37.0%
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
Economic impacts generated by capital costs
According to data provided by the prospective wind farm developers, the total cost to
develop and construct 1650 MW of wind farms in Southeast Alberta is $3.89 billion
Economic impact of capital costs in the local area (Southeast Alberta)
The capital spending required for the development and construction of 1650 MW of
wind farms in Southeast Alberta is expected to support direct local employment
equivalent to 1,757 full-year jobs over the entire construction phase of the project. The
payroll for these workers is estimated to exceed $123 million.
Employment in the local area would benefit from three different impacts—the direct
impact, the indirect impact and the induced impact. The direct impact on employment
would include local employees providing service to wind park developers in
construction, transportation, accommodation as well as legal, financial and professional
advice.
The indirect impact would extend to other local suppliers that provide inputs to those
businesses directly involved in the construction project. This would include the
manufacturing sector, wholesale and retail trade as well as other business services.
Finally, the induced impact is supported through a portion of the direct and indirect
payroll that is spent in the local community on basic goods and services. Appendix B
includes a more detailed discussion on different impacts and model methodology.
Including the indirect and induced effects, we estimate the development and
construction of 1650 MW of wind farms to support local employment equivalent to 4,950
full-year jobs over the entire construction phase of the project. The payroll for these
workers is estimated to reach nearly $302 million.
The construction phase of wind farms in Southeast Alberta is also expected to support
municipal taxes and charges of $16.5 million over the entire construction phase of the
project. The estimate of taxes supported at the municipal level is calculated on a share
basis of the total municipal taxes paid by employees and businesses impacted2.
TABLE 3: Economic Impact of Capital Costs - (within Southeast Alberta over
the construction phase - 5 years)
Total Capital Costs
$3.89 Billion
Economic Impact
Measures
Gross Domestic Product (Regional) - $
$526.7 million
Wages - $
$302.0 million
Employment (equivalent full-year jobs)
4,950

2

The share of municipal taxes is equal to the percentage of wages or business revenues
attributed to the construction activity. For instance, if construction activity represents 5
per cent of the total revenues for a local business, then our analysis suggests 5 per cent of
property taxes paid by that business are supported through this construction activity.
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Taxes (only municipal taxes shown for
local area impact)

$16.5 million

Source: Canadian Tourism Research Institute.

Economic impact of construction phase for the province of Alberta
Including direct, indirect and induced effects, the capital spending attributed to the
development and construction of wind farms in Southeast Alberta is expected to support
6,801 equivalent full-year jobs for Alberta residents over the construction phase. In
conjunction, this level of employment will support wages of $428.6 million.
With nearly 1,712 of those equivalent full-year jobs, the construction sector is expected to
benefit most. Following the construction sector, employment in finance, insurance, real
estate and rental and leasing is expected to benefit with 1,020 equivalent full-year jobs.
Meanwhile, professional, scientific and technical services employment is expected to
receive a boost equivalent to 731 full-year jobs. The remaining sectors to experience the
strongest gains in employment include manufacturing, retail trade and accommodation
and food services, respectively.
In addition, a total of $387.6 million of taxes for all levels of government would be
supported by the development and construction of wind farms in Southeast Alberta and
related economic activity. $292.4 million of these taxes would be allocated to the federal
government, $72.7 million to the provincial government and $22.5 million to municipal
governments within Alberta.
TABLE 3: Economic Impact of Capital Costs - (within the province of
Alberta over the construction phase - 5 years)
Total Capital Costs
$3.89 Billion
Economic Impact
Measures
Gross Domestic Product - $
$837.5 million
Wages - $
$428.6 million
Employment (equivalent full-year
6,801
jobs)
Taxes
Federal
$292.4 million
Provincial
$72.7 million
Municipal
$22.5 million
Total taxes
$387.6 million
Source: Canadian Tourism Research Institute.

Economic impact generated by the annual operations and maintenance costs of wind
parks in Southeast Alberta
In total, it is estimated that the on-going annual cost to operate and maintain wind parks
in Southeast Alberta will be $99.7 million.
Economic impact of on-going operation and maintenance of Wind Parks in Southeast
Alberta on the local area (Southeast Alberta)
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The on-going operating and maintenance costs attributed to 1650 MW of wind parks in
Southeast Alberta is expected to direct employment equivalent to 132 full-year jobs. This
level of employment is expected to support wages of $35.5 million for local residents.
Including indirect and induced effects, 518 equivalent full-jobs jobs are expected to be
supported by on-going operating and maintenance for residents of Southeast Alberta.
The direct impact on employment in the local area from wind park operations includes
only those assigned workers stationed at (or assigned to) the various wind parks on a
permanent basis. Meanwhile, indirect employment impacts extend to other local
businesses that provide on-going supplies and services to the maintenance and operation
of the wind parks in Southeast Alberta. Induced impacts are supported through a
portion of the direct and indirect payroll that is spent in the local area on basic goods and
services.
The municipal share of taxes supported by annual operation and maintenance of the
wind parks is estimated at $10.8 million. The estimate of taxes supported at the
municipal level equals the property taxes paid by the various wind development projects
plus a share of municipal taxes paid by employees and businesses that relates to the
operations and maintenance of the sites.
TABLE 5: Economic Impact of Operations/Maintenance (within Southeast Alberta)
Annual Operating/
$99.7 Million
Maintenance Costs (range)
Economic Impact
Measures
Gross Domestic Product
$69.9 million
(Regional) - $
Wages - $
$35.5 million
Employment (equivalent
518
full-year jobs)
Taxes (only municipal taxes
$10.8 million
shown for local area impact)
Source: Canadian Tourism Research Institute.

Economic impact of on-going operation and maintenance of Wind Parks in Southeast
Alberta on the Alberta economy
The on-going operating and maintenance costs attributed to 1650 MW of wind parks in
Southeast Alberta is expected to support 787 equivalent full-year jobs for Alberta
residents. In conjunction, this level of employment will support wages of $54.1 million.
In addition, a total of $56.2 million of taxes for all levels of government would be
supported by the operation and maintenance of wind parks in Southeast Alberta and
related economic activity. $29.7million of these taxes would be allocated to the federal
government, $14.1 million to the provincial government and $12.4 million to municipal
governments within Alberta.

TABLE 6: Economic Impact of Operations/Maintenance (within the province of Alberta)
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Annual Operating/
Maintenance Costs (range)
Economic Impact
Measures
Gross Domestic Product
(Regional) - $
Wages - $
Employment (equivalent
full-year jobs)
Taxes
Federal
Provincial
Municipal
Total taxes

$99.7 Million

$103.7 million
$54.1 million
787

$29.7 million
$14.1 million
$12.4 million
$56.2 million

Source: Canadian Tourism Research Institute.
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APPENDIX A: ECONOMIC OUTPUT TABLES (SELECT TABLES)
Economic impacts related to Capital Costs
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Economic Impacts related to Capital Costs - con't
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Economic Impacts related to Operation/Maintenance
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Economic Impacts related to Operation/Maintenance - con't
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APPENDIX B: ECONOMIC IMPACT METHODOLOGY
Technical Description of the Impact Methodology
The approach we have implemented in all our economic impact models are based on
input-output techniques. Input-Output models involve the use of coefficients that are
based on economic or business linkages. These linkages trace how consumer
expenditures or business operations filter through the economy. In turn, the coefficients
applied are then used to quantify how the probed activity in a particular region
generates employment, taxes, income, etc. The input-output approach indicates not only
the direct and indirect impact of the spending under analysis but can also indicate the
induced effect resulting from the re-spending of wages and salaries generated.
All impacts generated by the model are given at the direct impact stage (i.e. the "front
line" businesses impacted by expenditures), indirect impact stage (i.e. those industries
which supply commodities and/or services to the "front line" businesses) and the
induced impact stage (induced consumption attributable to the wages and salaries
generated from both the direct and indirect impact). In this sense, the model is closed
with respect to wages. Imports are also determined within the model, so the model is
closed with respect to imports. Exports are not endogenized (i.e. additional exports are
not assumed with the induced impact) which consequently generates more conservative
impacts. Another assumption of the model, which leads to more conservative impacts, is
that not all commodities and/or services purchased are assumed to have at least one
stage of production within the province.
Taxes and employment are key economic impacts and as such must involve the use of
both input-output and econometric techniques. As the data embodied in the provincial
input-output tables are from 2002, taxes and employment must incorporate current
coefficients and/or rates. These coefficients and/or rates are then applied to measures
determined within the input-output framework of the model. Determining the level of
taxes and employment outside the input-output framework of the model allows rates
and/or coefficients to be selectively changed for updating or in order to conduct a
scenario analysis.
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APPENDIX C: GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
Initial Expenditure - This figure indicates the amount of initial expenditures or revenue
used in the analysis. This heading indicates not only the total magnitude of the spending
but also the region in which it was spent (thus establishing the "impact" region).
Direct Impact - Relates ONLY to the impact on “front-line” businesses. These are
businesses that initially receive the operating revenue or capital expenditures for the
project under analysis. From a business operating perspective, this impact is limited only
to that particular business or group of businesses involved.
Indirect Impact - Refers to the impacts resulting from all intermediate rounds of
production in the supply of goods and services to industry sectors identified in the direct
impact phase.
Induced Impact - These impacts are generated as a result of spending by employees (in
the form of consumer spending) and businesses (in the form of investment) who
benefited either directly or indirectly from the initial expenditures under analysis. An
example of induced consumer spending would be the impacts generated by hotel
employees on typical consumer items such as groceries, shoes, cameras, etc. An example
of induced business investment would be the impacts generated by the spending of
retained earnings, attributable to the expenditures under analysis, on machinery and
equipment.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)- This figure represents the total value of production of
goods and services in the economy resulting from the initial expenditure under analysis
(valued at market prices).
NOTE:

The multiplier (A), Total/Initial, represents the total (direct, indirect and induced)
impact on GDP for every dollar of direct GDP. This is a measure of the level of
spin-off activity generated as a result of a particular project. For instance if this
multiplier is 1.5 then this implies that for every dollar of GDP directly generated
by “front-line” businesses an additional $0.50 of GDP is generated in spin-off
activity (e.g. suppliers).
The multiplier (B), Total/$ Expenditure, represent the total (direct, indirect and
induced) impact on GDP for every dollar of expenditure (or revenue from a
business perspective). This is a measure of how effective project related
expenditures translate into GDP for the province (or region). Depending upon the
level of expenditures, this multiplier ultimately determines the overall level of net
economic activity associated with the project. To take an example, if this multiplier
is 1.0, this means that for every dollar of expenditure, one dollar of total GDP is
generated. The magnitude of this multiplier is influenced by the level of
withdrawals, or imports, necessary to sustain both production and final demand
requirements. The less capable a region or province is at fulfilling all necessary
production and final demand requirements, all things being equal, the lower the
eventual economic impact will be.

Wages & Salaries - This figure represents the amount of wages and salaries generated by
the initial expenditure. This information is broken down by the direct, indirect and induced
impacts.
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Employment - Depending upon the selection of employment units (person-years or
equivalent full-year jobs) these figures represent the employment generated by the initial
expenditure. These figures distinguish between the direct, indirect and induced impact.
“Equivalent Full-Year Jobs”, if selected, include both part-time and full-time work in ratios
consistent with the specific industries.
NOTE:

The multiplier (B) is analogous to Multiplier (B) described earlier with the
exception being that employment values are represented per $1,000,000 of
spending rather than per dollar of spending. This is done to alleviate the problem
of comparing very small numbers that would be generated using the traditional
notion of a multiplier (i.e. employment per dollar of initial expenditure).

Industry Output - These figures represent the direct & indirect and total impact (including
induced impacts) on industry output generated by the initial expenditure. It should be
noted that the industry output measure represents the sum total of all economic activity
that has taken place and consequently involve double counting on the part of the
intermediate production phase. Since the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) figure includes
only the net total of all economic activity (i.e. considers only the value added), the industry
output measure will always exceed or at least equal the value of GDP.
Taxes - These figures represent the amount of taxes contributed to municipal, provincial
and federal levels of government relating to the project under analysis. This information is
broken down by the direct, indirect and induced impacts.
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APPENDIX D: MAP OF POTENTIAL AREAS FOR WIND FARM
DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHEAST ALBERTA (EDA DESIGNATED
AREA)
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